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Abstract
Responsive audio feedback for hand gesture interaction
to enhance immersion in audio-only games
Wenjie Wu
Stefan Rank, Ph.D., Jervis Thompson, John Avarese, and Austin Seraphin
This thesis investigates different audio feedback designs for touch-less hand gesture interaction to enhance
immersion and encourage intuitive user participation in audio-only environments. In particular, we aim
to assess whether replacing explicit audio instructions for hand positions and movements with responsive
audio feedback using environmental story-related audio cues that are suggestive of interaction methods
leads to measurably higher immersion. The potential of using audio cues as feedback to improve the re-
sponsiveness of touch-less gesture interaction has been an active topic of study. We focus on methods for
effectively informing players about gesture interaction methods through audio cues without breaking game
immersion. As part of our research, we developed a framework for hand gesture detection based on the
Leap Motion hardware and software. We also present a design approach for audio feedback that considers
three stages, before, during and after a gesture sequence, and proposes corresponding design principles. In
order to test different audio designs and support our hypothesis, two game versions using non-diegetic or
diegetic audio feedback were created as testbeds for a between-subjects study. The study found that the
version using environmental feedback led to higher immersion in terms of story and was consistently rated
higher. In particular, compared to explicit vocal instructions, environmental story-related audio cues were
found to be more helpful in guiding gesture interaction and in enhancing how real the game feels.

1Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Although immersion in games has been studied for many years, our understanding of immersion and of
the factors that influence the degree of immersion can still be refined. At the same time, as motion tracking
technologies developed and have been applied towards increasing immersion in games through natural
motion control, audio-only game designers can now consider studying gesture interaction in audio-only
environments to enhance immersion. Apart from controlling game navigation, gesture interaction has by
now also been used as main mechanics for some games, in particular after the release of the Kinect and the
Leap Motion. In this context, the following question arises: How should audio feedback be used to react to
natural gesture interaction? This question also evokes new ideas for interaction in audio-only game design.
Due to the lack of visual cues, it is hard for designers to structure the interaction so as to suggest
when and how to interact in a gesture-based audio-only environment. How to convey gesture interaction
messages to the player through auditive cues without interrupting the immersive experience in audio-
only environments has become an interesting problem that should be tackled. In addition, the potential
inaccuracies involved in gesture control also lead to a higher risk of negatively affecting immersion.
The study reported on in this thesis was designed to work towards a solution to the above problem. Our
approach is to test out useful designs of audio feedback that is responsive to hand gestures to both encourage
user participation and maintain immersion in gesture-controlled audio-only environments. Our research
hypothesis is replacing explicit audio instructions about hand positions and movements with responsive
but less intrusive audio feedback, by suggesting interaction methods using a combination of environmental
story related audio cues, leads to higher immersion.
In order to test this hypothesis, we created a game scenario for players to do hand gestures according to
an audio story. Two versions of the game were built to implement different audio cues designs for testing
effects on immersion in a two-group between subject study. Results show that, compared to explicit vocal
instructions for hand gestures, environmental story-related audio feedback responsive to hand gestures are
more helpful in suggesting interaction methods and enhancing immersion in the way of better achieving a
2realistic game context.
The following two chapters cover relevant theoretical aspects of gesture interaction, audio-only envi-
ronments and the notion of immersion (chapter 2), followed by related work that captures the state of the art
in the field (chapter 3). The rest of the thesis lays out the addressed problem in more detail (chapter 4) and
then shows the approach to design, development, and experimental study (chapter 5). Finally, the results
of analysing the data are presented (chapter 6), followed by concluding remarks about the significance and
implication of the work (chapter 7).
Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
3Chapter 2: ON GESTURES, AUDIO-ONLY AND IMMERSION
This chapter covers several areas relevant to the study in order to frame a solid background to introduce
the targeted problem and research question. We will discuss the following topics: Gesture Interaction,
Audio-only Environments and Immersion.
2.1 Gesture Interaction
Definition of Gesture Interaction Motion-based interaction has been described by many terms. Nor-
man [2010] sums everything under the plain term: gestural interaction. Hartson and Pardha [2012] define
one of the terms, embodied interaction, which means a possibility to use a physical body for interaction
with technology. O’Hara et al. [2013] speak about touchless interaction referring to a controller-free way
to interact with applications. Gestures are a good example of basic intrinsic needs to manipulate objects,
either digital or physical, with hands [Hartson and Pardha 2012].
Types of Gesture O’Hara et al. [2013] lists gestures for different purposes: gestures for pointing, manip-
ulative gestures for controlling an object, and different gestures for communication or language use. The
first two categories are commonly used in current applications and games, possibly because they are easier
to implement due to their similarities to traditional point and click user interfaces.
Natural Gesture Interaction Interface As technology develops, more ”natural” gestural interfaces be-
come possibly achievable. Designers keep looking for new ways of implementing motion or gesture control
to enhance control intuitiveness. Cranor et al. [2010] used a self-built detection hardware, a pair of gloves
with several microcontrollers sewed in the locations of wrist and finger joints, to access data of the two
hands. Though the gesture recognition system needed to work under a wire-connected condition, the glove
installation still helped in capturing natural gesture input. Hantrakul and Kaczmarek [2014] used Leap
Motion, a hand skeletal tracking system based on monochromatic IR cameras, to help in building intuitive
gestural interface for music composition and live music performance. Results showed that natural gesture
4control did provide musicians’ with higher working efficiency and convenience.
Natural Gesture-Based Game Play The application of sensor devices has also helped to enhance game
control intuitiveness, which suggests players’ expectation on natural gesture-based game play. As design-
ers, we should address the player beyond mechanical presentation of the movement. Body movements
impact the player cognitively, affectively and physiologically [Bianchi-Berthouze 2013]. So-called ”univer-
sal” gestures are simple enough to remember, which is a good choice for achieving natural gesture-based
game play. The context of gestures is also an important factor, as making a move or grabbing something
needs to feel logical in that environment and response immediately. Further, gesture control often lacks in
accuracy, making the use of effective feedback important to maintain positive participation, for example
sound effects that are closely responsive to the speed or angle of the movement. Furthermore, in order
to help players get engaged quickly and effortlessly, it is advantageous to increase the intelligence of the
feedback system. The price to pay for too demanding user interface is losing the user’s interest, which leads
to a loss in natural game play.
2.2 Audio-Only Environments
Computer games often put their main focus on graphical contents. Sound and music are sometimes only
used to keep up the atmosphere and strengthen the graphics. However, sound is a very capable element of
game design. People have an enormous library of associations and memories related to sounds. This is so
strong that a simple rectangle on the screen can suddenly acquire weight, texture and resistance based on
sound cues. Papworth [2010] indicated that audio provides information that triggers viewers’ emotion and
degrees of perceived realism that pure visuals cannot. For instance, we all determine values such as surface,
friction, weight and impact from the audio elements in films rather than the visuals we are presented with.
Audio’s ability to manipulate and affect the emotional state of the user presents us with some new and
unique opportunities in both the gameplay design and its execution in the appliance [Papworth 2010].
Audio-only games are a special case in that they rely purely on audio output to present the player with
a game world. They help players to create an inner picture of the environment. According to [Liljedahl
et al. 2007], user investment plays an important role: by making the users invest both time and imagination
Chapter 2: ON GESTURES, AUDIO-ONLY AND IMMERSION 2.2 Audio-Only Environments
5in the game experience, they are given space and opportunity to share in the creative process. Potentially
this creates a much more compelling game experience for the player, as personal imagination is far more
dynamic and compelling than anything that a game designer can create. They showed that audio-focused
games can convey a richer and more satisfying experience when the player’s own imagination is given
free range. For example, in audio-only environments, objects and drama in the game world become more
abstract for players to perceive. As there is no dominant visuals to convey message, players are provided
with more space to fill the image of the story with their own investment.
2.3 Immersion
Definition of Immersion Though studies and discussions on immersion have increased, there is no com-
monly accepted definition of the term among researchers. Janet Murray gave her definition of immersion
in [Murray 1997]. She referred to the experience of being transported to an elaborately simulated place
that takes over our whole perceptual apparatus as immersion. Virtual reality research has an interesting
perspective on immersive experience. The concept of presence arises and is defined as the “extent to which
a person’s cognitive and perceptual systems are tricked into believing they are somewhere other than their
physical location” [Patrick et al. 2000].
Types of immersion in games Immersion taking place in a virtual game world can be divided into two
main types: Environmental immersion and social immersion. Environmental immersion concerns technical
aspects of the game including aesthetic detail, sensory stimulation, and narratives. Social immersion evolves
as an opposition of cooperation and intimidation. The immersion included in my study mainly relates to
environmental immersion.
Factors relating to Immersion Radford [2000] relates Immersion to the ability to enter the game through
its controls. In [Winograd and Flores 1986], the authors discussed the invisibility of the tool. They claimed
that essentially there needs to be invisibility of control for total immersion to take place. However, it is not
clear enough to show to what extent this invisibility is an essential part of immersion or merely a contribut-
ing factor. In Murray [1997], Murray indicated that achieving immersion involves a combination of explicit
time and space. In participatory media such as video games, this combination would be heavily affected by
Chapter 2: ON GESTURES, AUDIO-ONLY AND IMMERSION 2.3 Immersion
6participatory activities. According to [Brown and Cairns 2004], immersion is usually used to describe the
level of involvement with a game. This involvement moves along time and is controlled by barriers that are
generated by either elements of game construction or gamer investment.
Levels of Immersion In [Brown and Cairns 2004], there are three game involvements: engagement, en-
grossment and total immersion. Each level is only possible if the barriers to the level are removed. According
to the study’s interview, gamers’ feelings and behaviors would change when reaching different levels. In
the engagement level, gamers would get interested in the game and want to keep playing. When entering
to the engrossment level, gamers would get less aware of the surroundings. They would feel emotionally
drained whey being stopped from playing. Some of them even purposefully constructed a distraction free
environment for gaming. And once arriving in the total immersion level, gamers would feel being cut off
from the reality, nothing except the game can impact their thoughts and feelings.
Immersion and Participation One of the ways of sustaining immersion in traditional media is to pro-
hibit audience participation. Former Scholar Langer attributes her stress of inviting audience participation
into theatre performance. She believes that art is dependent on establishing distance, the improvisation
caused by inviting participation would violate the art form, which may increase the risk of disrupting im-
mersion. However, in [Murray 1997], Murray argued that immersion can be empowered by game inter-
activity. She indicated that digital media are providing us with a new stage for creation of participatory
activities. She demonstrated how to preserve immersion in participatory narrative by discussing several
important factors that should be included in the formation of boundary conventions: finding the borders,
structuring participation as a visit or with a mask, the active creation of belief, structuring collective par-
ticipation with roles and regulating participant’s arousal. She believed that if we properly define boundary
conventions in participatory narrative and follow them to structure participation, we can sustain and even
deepen the enchantment of immersion in the digital space.
Chapter 2: ON GESTURES, AUDIO-ONLY AND IMMERSION 2.3 Immersion
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This chapter provides an overview of the state of the art regarding sound design and approaches to control
in audio-only games, as well as gesture detection, and pointing out how the previous approaches relate to
the one presented in this thesis.
3.1 Sound Design Conventions in Audio-Only Games
Following sound design conventions is the most common way that game designers achieve immersion in
audio-only environment. For example, the method of designing immersive sound for iSpooks, which is a
mystery audio game for iPhone, was discussed in [Papworth 2010]. In [Liljedahl et al. 2007], researchers
present their sound designing conventions for Beowulf, another adventure audio game. In order to achieve
a more immersive game experience, the individual sounds that build the total Beowulf game soundscape
were chosen for their imagistic value, the potential to trigger associations in the imagination of the player.
In[Roden et al. 2007], researchers showed their approach of building the structure of an audio only vir-
tual world. They analyzed the types of sounds and the functionalities of each type. For example, there
should be some sounds that convey information and knowledge, ambient sounds played in loops that trig-
ger emotion and responsive sounds that are reactive to the players’ behaviors. This inspired me that as a
design of audio only game, it should present players with an imaginable game world with various pieces of
information that are provided by rich sound sources.
3.2 Control in Audio-Only Games
Keyboard, hand-held controllers or touch input on touch screens are common game controls in many ex-
isting games, and there is no surprise when designers apply those in controlling audio-only game worlds.
However, as technology develops, players’ expectation on natural control grows. Therefore, new approaches
of fulfilling this growing desire appeared. Jumper is an iPhone audio-only game that uses voice input as
game control. In the game, players will play as one LAPD officer and will be asked to prevent a desperate
8man from committing suicide by voice persuasion 1.
Apart from voice recognition technology, there were also technologies having been applied to track and
recognize body motion input in audio games. In some motion-controlled game works, players can only
use simple motion to navigate the game world. In other works, motion input is applied as the main game
mechanics. For example, the pressure control in games that focus on dance experience, players can dance
by stepping on a pressure-measured board. In [Baldan et al. 2013], designers built a tennis game based on
cellphone accelerometer. As the system provides 3D tennis sound feedback which depend on the detected
phone accelerations, players can use the phone as tennis racket to physically play air-tennis with other
players in realistic space. Most of these game play variations were achieved by players’ touching or holding
the motion tracking devices. However, hand-held devices or touch-based tracking may be in some way
limiting the possibilities of addressing more natural gestures. Considering the views on invisibility of tool
in [Winograd and Flores 1986], the unnatural touch of devices may always remind players of the boundary
between game world and reality, which may cause the problem of keeping players stuck in the lower level
of immersion.
In recent years, more and more motion tracking technologies that are capable of capturing natural mo-
tion input, such as kinetic and leap motion, have been applied in game design. This fact indicates game de-
signers’ intention of enhancing game immersion by approaching enhanced naturalness of user input. And
there should be no exception for the audio-only game future development. Manuel et al. [2012] showed an
approach of enhancing immersion in audio-only environments by replacing the hand-held control with nat-
ural gesture control captured by Kinect. The results of the study showed that soundfield interaction through
motion tracking is capable of producing a more enjoyable and immersive experience when compared to a
traditional handheld analogue controller.
As part of my work, I investigate if a higher level of immersion can be achieved by improving the sound
responsiveness to motion.
1See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQ9F1v8B6MI for a gameplay video.
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93.3 Detecting Gestures in Interactive Projects
In [Clifton et al. 2013], ”Don’t open that door”, a gesture-based interactive narrative project, was shown,
see Fig. 3.1. The research mainly focuses on exploring the methods for instructing the interactor when and
how to interact in interactive narratives by using both visual and audio cues. Four ”scripting” techniques
were discussed in the study, which are the following:
• Verbal - A character verbally directs the interactor to perform an action.
• Audio-visual - The setting and soundscape indicate that some action can be taken.
• Reactive - A sudden dramatic change triggers an action of the interactor without thinking about it.
• Mimetic - The interactor performs an action after first seeing it performed by a character.
Figure 3.1: Gameplay from [Clifton et al. 2013]. Both Take hand interaction and Peek-a-boo interac-
tion use mimetic scripting method to inform the interactor of the gestures.
Figure 3.2: Screenshots of Kinetic Story, showing the visual motion sequence at the top of the screen
that conveys gesture instructions to the player.
Kinetic Story, see Fig. 3.2, an award winning interactive storybook series for 3- to 6-year-olds was pre-
sented in [Huhtanen 2014]. Children are put in the shoes of the main character, performing the character’s
gesture to interact with the story. Instructions of gestures are shown by visual motion sequence located
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on the top of the screen. Gestures are captured by Kinect, and story branches are unfolded according to
the child’s gestures. Though players can not control the main story line of the whole game, this design still
enables them to participate in parts of story telling and explore self-driven game play that affected by their
own movements.
These gesture-based interactive projects mainly used visual cues to show the gesture instructions to
interactors, while due to the audio-only feature of my project, I have to present the gestures only using
audio cues.
As part of my work, I investigate how to effecively instruct the interactor on when and how to interact in
gesture-based audio-only environments. I also consider whether the techniques presented in above studies can
be applied in my research.
Chapter 3: RELATED WORK 3.3 Detecting Gestures in Interactive Projects
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Chapter 4: PROBLEM STATEMENT
This chapter covers the research questions of the study, in part derived from the problems raised by related
work. We distinguish the main research question from subsidiary questions as well as our design objectives
for development and the hypothesis that guides the design of the experimental study.
4.1 ResearchQuestion
The following research questions were used as the key guidance that led me through the process of finding
design approaches, preforming experiments and setting evaluation criteria. They were answered by the
study results from the experiments, which are covered in detail in the later chapters of the thesis, in order to
find out a useful solution to the problem of breaking immersion in audio-only environment using intrusive
audio feedback for hand gesture interaction.
MainQuestion What kind of design for an interactive audio experience responsive to hand gestures can
be used to both encourage user participation and maintain immersion in a gesture-controlled audio-only
environment?
In order to find an immersive method to convey hand gesture interaction message to the players in
audio-only environments, I evaluated different approaches for designing the responsive audio feedback. In
the study, two responsive audio feedback designs were separately implemented in two game versions. Both
game versions were based on the same audio story told by a main character, and they were played by two
different subjects groups in order to test which design can lead players to a higher immersion level. Here
are the descriptions of two different designs on audio cues:
1. Explicit vocal instructions (non-diegetic), responsive to hand gestures, related by a character in the
story.
2. Environmental audio cues, responsive to hand gestures caused by objects collisions and scenarios in
the game environment and story (diegetic).
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Subsidiary Questions Here are some subsidiary questions that I considered as well in order to better
answer different aspects related to the main research question.
1. According to the immersion levels defined in [Brown and Cairns 2004] and immersion measures in
both [Jennett et al. 2008] and [Brockmyer et al. 2009], what is the most significant difference on the
immersion degree achieved by each of the two designs mentioned above?
2. Can the study results provide new knowledge about enhancing game immersion in audio-only games
through gesture interaction for both the audience and game designers?
3. Will the designs tested in this study be useful as reference for further experimenting immersion cre-
ation in motion-controlled audio-only environments?
4. Can the audio cues design that leads to higher immersion be applied to enhance immersion in gesture-
based virtual reality?
5. Can the game version that leads to higher immersion be applied in enlarging the blind community’s
access to motion-controlled audio games?
4.2 Design Objectives
The objective of our project was to create a responsive audio feedback system for hand gesture interaction
in audio-only games. We adopted the following quality criteria for our design:
• Helpful in guiding hand gesture interaction
• Helpful in enhancing immersion in audio-only environment
• Helpful in encouraging intuitive participation
Details on the approach to designing this project are presented in chapter 5 of this thesis, which includes
both game construction and implementation. In particular, details on design principles for responsive audio
feedback and the technique implementation for the hand gesture detection framework are covered by the
implementation section 5.1.2.
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4.3 Thesis Statement
In this section, two complementary hypotheses on audio cue design are presented that guide the imple-
mentation of versions of our game. The hypotheses capture the problem we are addressing and lead to the
claim of our thesis.
Hypotheses
1. Explicit vocal instructions for hand gesture interaction will weaken immersion in audio-only games.
2. Environmental audio feedback responsive to hand gestures and reasonable for the story setting can
both help in conveying hand gesture interaction messages and in enhancing immersion in audio-only
games.
Thesis claim
Compared to explicit audio instructions on hand positions and movements, a combination of
responsive audio feedback with narrative and environmental audio leads to higher immersion
in gesture-controlled audio-only environments.
In the rest of the thesis, the design approach for a two-group between subject study is presented in
chapter 5 explaining the structure of our comparative experiment on two audio cue designs. The results
of the experimental evaluation relating to both the hypotheses and the thesis claim will be discussed in
chapter 6, showing support for our claim, as well as in the concluding chapter 7, section 7.1.
Chapter 4: PROBLEM STATEMENT 4.3 Thesis Statement
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Chapter 5: APPROACH
This project focuses on the interaction design between hand/finger-based gestures and audio, in order to
create an immersive audio experience responsive to players’ hand gestures. Two game versions are used
to compare two approaches for audio feedback. Several iterations of game concepts preceded these final
versions, and Appendix A details relevant aspects of that development.
In this chapter, we present the design and development of the two game versions including the frame-
work we developed for gesture detection and the design approach for audio feedback. Further, we will
cover the approach to the experimental evaluation of the game versions, including the type of data that was
collected in questionnaires and by video taping and automatic in-game metrics.
5.1 Project Design and Development
This section will focus on unfolding the methodology on building the whole project. The content is divided
into two main parts: Game Construction and Technique Implementation.
5.1.1 Game Construction
Game Story As a concrete example of the feedback design and as a testbed for different approaches, we
use the following game scenario that prompts players to perform certain hand gestures to move the story
forward:
A little boy called Dean wakes up on his boat. To his surprise, he finds out that his magic watch starts
talking to him. He follows the watch’s suggestions and embarks on a journey of time travel using his hands.
He can throw stones, pinch petals, catch birds, row a boat, shake a tree, tie a rope, ride on a bike and more. By
performing gestures differently, he can go faster or slower than his normal pace in time. At the of the game,
little Dean eventually travels back in time, to a time before he was born.
In order to maintain a fluent game experience, we intended to implement an interactive way of story-
telling into the game. The narrator would tell the audio story, and she would give responsive feedback to
the player’s gestures as well. The story-related audio cues were written in the form of talking dialogue, and
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the narrator’s voice-acting was performed as a child’s voice.
In terms of the story context, the main character is situated in natural environments, and interacting
with nature. For example, players can get interactive reactive sound feedback from the trees or animals
around them when they perform the hand gestures. This approach was designed to create an organic game
context for players to perform natural gesture in a logical and immersive experience.
The story structure was refined by adopting the Zelig Interaction Metaphor from [Llobera et al. 2013].
According to this metaphor, participants would be treated as the protagonist and easily get immersed with
the role and the situation in the virtual game environment. The development of the story basically depends
on the behavior of the participant, which was thought appropriate for the gesture-driven feature of our
game story. In our game, new story elements would not be unfolded until the player performs the gestures
correctly. Llobera also pointed out that as designers we should be cautious about player’s passive attitude.
And we considered using the following approaches to avoid it:
1. Arrange for an appropriate stopping time period between gestures.
Here stopping time means, in this period of time, players can enjoy the audio story with no gestures
involved.
2. Refine the storyline depending on the difficulty curves of gestures
Consider some modification for the order of gestures, making sure to keep the game fun by letting
players experience simple one hand gestures and complicated two hand gestures in turn.
3. Create a separate branch of story hidden in the game which would include some new rewarding
gestures to play with.
Players who finish one main gesture sequence without making a mistake can unfold parts of the
secret story branch, and when they finish each new part, they will return to the main story line. Such
a hidden story branch may be applied as a reward system for keeping the participants active in the
whole game play.
Gesture Design With the intention of creating an immersive experience compelling enough for testing
the audio cues design within a short play test section, we tried looking for universal hand gestures that can
Chapter 5: APPROACH 5.1 Project Design and Development
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easily trigger people’s imagination and resonatewith their real life experience. In addition, considering Leap
Motion’s limited detection range, we tweaked the story line and experimented with different combinations
of gesture sequences to find a balance between a logical unfold of the story and a smooth learning curve
for gesture interaction. Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 are illustrations of the final gesture interaction sequences that
players can experience in our game:
Figure 5.1: Five main gesture interaction sequences in the game: Stone Throwing, Bird Catching,
Paddle Rowing, Rope Binding and Star Picking.
Soundscape Creation In [Roden et al. 2007], the authors analyzed the layers of music and the func-
tionalities of different kinds of auditory elements. For example, there should be narrative speech played
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Figure 5.2: Three rewarding gesture interaction sequences in the game: Petal Pinching, Tree Shaking
and Bike Bell Ringing.
reactively to convey information and knowledge, background music plays in loop to trigger emotion and
sound effects that depict process or objects. We applied Roden’s method to structure the soundscape of our
project, which in order to present players an imaginable gameworld with various information that provided
by rich sound sources. In addition to hearing the object-related sounds that they are interacting with, in our
game, players can also hear ambience which informs them of the surrounding game environment. They can
even hear some accompanying motions the character is doing besides those related to hands. For instance,
when the players get to land from the boat, although they can only control characters’ hand motions, they
can still hear the character jumping and walking on the grass according to the story. We set special triggers
for the sounds of these accompany motions, and have them triggered by players’ activities at some special
moments of the story to achieve deeper engagement.
Game Versions As preparation for an experimental study, designs for responsive audio feedback were
implemented in two game versions. Both game versions were based on the above audio story, as narrated
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by the magic watch. See Fig. 5.3 for an illustration showing the different implementations of audio feedback
responsive to the stone-throwing gesture in the two game versions.
Figure 5.3: Explicit Vocal Instruction Version vs. Environmental Feedback Version
1. Explicit Vocal Instruction Version
When playing this version, apart from the audio story content, the player can hear explicit vocal
instructions that are relevant to hand positions and movements from the magic watch.
2. Environmental Feedback Version
Various audio cues are used that are responsive to hand gestures caused by objects collisions and
scenarios in the game environment and story.
Story-related audio cues and gesture instruction The following tables present all the vocal scripts in
the game, which include both the diegetic and non-diegetic audio cues in both game versions: the game
story, gesture instructions, story-related cues during gestures told by the narrator and slightly different
correct responses for finishing the gesture in both versions. The tables cover the gestures related to stone
throwing, Table 5.1, flower picking, Table 5.2, bird catching, Table 5.3, paddle rowing, Table 5.4, rope binding,
Table 5.6, bike riding, Table 5.7, and star catching, Table 5.8.
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Table 5.1: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Stone Throwing Gesture
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Table 5.2: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Flower Petal Pinching Gesture
Table 5.3: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Bird Catching Gesture
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Table 5.4: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Paddle Rowing Gesture
Table 5.5: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Tree Shaking Gesture
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Table 5.6: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Rope Binding Gesture
Table 5.7: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Bike Bell Ringing Gesture
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Table 5.8: Audio cues and gesture instructions: Star Picking Gesture
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Game Mechanics The game mechanics exhibit the following three characteristics.
1. Audio-Only
Once the game starts, players would follow the narrative voice and some informative sounds to finish
the game by doing the hand gestures step by step. There is no visual representation of the game
environment.
2. Gesture Interaction
Players hear the story progress if they perform the gesture correctly. If they perform it wrong, either
during or after the whole gesture sequence, they would hear audio cues, from both the narrative voice
and the game environment responsive to their current hand gestures, which suggest them interaction
method.
3. Game Progression
Players need to finish a series of hand gestures so that they can get to the end of the story. Players
have unlimited time to explore the gestures in the game. However, depending on the duration and
correctness of every gesture sequence, the game storywill be slightly different as secret story branches
will be unfolded as reward for players with better performance. They will be sent back to the main
story line once they finish experiencing the rewarding gestures.
Actual Gameplay Audio plays a very important part in such a gesture-controlled audio-only project, as
it is the only interface for gesture guidance in the game. The core of this design is to let people get both
their body and mind relaxed, and the gameplay should be described like this: Follow the narrative voice
and let the sound and motion create a picture in your mind1.
In order to trigger players imagination with an immersive and reasonable context, this project inte-
grates environmental sound effects with an interactive audio story. The spatial recognition of physical
hand gestures presented by the responsive audio feedback was designed to help enhance immersion and
entertainment of the interactive experience.
1See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qmj7Z38VAh4 for a gameplay video.
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5.1.2 Implementation
Gesture Detection - Hardware Setup Fig. 5.4 shows the hardware setup for the game which includes
using a Leap Motion Controller2 for hand tracking and data input, a MacBook Air for data recognition and
processing of the game, and noise-cancelling stereo headphones for audio output.
Figure 5.4: Game development set up: hand motion input, processing, and audio output.
Gesture Detection Framework As our project has the focus of investigating audio feedback for natural
hand gesture interaction and has the objective to encourage intuitive participation, we considered the im-
portance of building a detection system supportive for providing responsive audio cues for various reactive
motion from different players.
Fig. 5.5 demonstrates three different possible approaches that players might use to go through a single
gesture sequence in the game. If the player has a similar memory association with the correct gesture in
their experience, he might perform his gesture smoothly and go straight to progress the story and hear
the correct response from the game. This is the basic path (the blue arrows in the first diagram of Fig. 5.5)
that we expect the players to walk through and how the game should progress. However, players’ possible
reactions might vary depending on their own experience and interpretation of the gesture. Our approach
2See https://www.leapmotion.com/product for product information.
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for keeping the game progressing is to guide players back to the normal track by providing audio cues
responsive to their current hand gestures. Responsive audio cues are presented as the purple arrows in
both the second and third diagrams in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.5: An overview on gesture detection structure and game progression.
In order to execute our approach, we built a real-time hand gesture detection system based on Leap
Motion API. The Leap Motion API enables developers to get access to the raw data of both hand-skeleton,
which includes grab strength, pinch strength, palm position, finger position, finger recognition, pitch yaw
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and roll data as measures for joints rotation, and palm radius. All of the data are captured by Leap Motion’s
frame-based tracking system.
Frame-based tracking has a high sensitivity to noise with small movements and it does not provide data
on longer-lasting movements over time. In order to improve the stability of the detection, we created a new
movement calculation unit, gesture state, and used several of them to build a gesture-state-based detection
system based on Leap Motion’s frame-based structure.
Figure 5.6: Gesture states, correct and incorrect sequence loops in detection system.
Our system supports 3-5 layers of detection by checking transitions between different sub-states of one
gesture sequence, see Fig. 5.6, labelled: None, Detected, Action, and Cooldown as correct gesture sub-states;
Ready, Other and ”Ing” as incorrrect gesture sub-states. In the figures, blue arrows indicate correct loops,
while yellow and red arrows connect the wrong loops.
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The system checks the gesture sequences one by one according to the current story section. In every
gesture state, we expect certain small movements preparing for various possible hand gestures from dif-
ferent players. Events triggered by those movements include audio feedback for specific movements, story
content triggers for game progression, keeping track of gesture progress and the number of correct and
incorrect attempts and the most likely next gesture state predicted by current movement.
In the first layer, before getting any gesture input, the system sets the current gesture sequence to the
None state. When the player starts moving their hands and triggers a certain set event in the correct loop,
he can reach the second layer and go into Detected state. If the player continues to trigger the following
expected events in the correct loop, they can be sent to third layer: Action state. This layer is usually
designed as a safety layer which can save all of the player’s previous steps coming to this stage. If the
player continues to follow the correct loop, they can be smoothly sent to the Cooldown state, the fourth
layer that confirms a correct gesture input by playing the correct audio response. Players will stay in the
Cooldown state for a waiting period until being sent to a new story section, whose length may vary in
different gesture sequences. If the game requires the player to repeat a gesture for another time, they will
be sent back to the None state to go through the detection process again.
If the player follows wrong loops and triggers various possible reactions, which are the preset events in
the wrong gesture states, they will hear audio-cues responsive to their current movement in specific states
either from the narrator or the game environment. These audio-cues, which are presented as Purple arrows
in Fig. 5.6, were designed to suggest an interaction method and guide the player’s performance to get close
to the correct gesture. Players will have 1-2 failing chances before being sent back to None state, so they
can try 1-2 possible reactions that are different from the expected gesture before failing the whole sequence.
Once the player reaches the None state, the detection will start all over again. However, the system will not
always send the player back to None state, as it is reasonable for the player to start re-performing gestures
in the middle of some sequences. For example, when the player start to hold two fists side by side above the
Leap Motion Controller, they have already gone into the Detected state of the Bike Bell Ringing Gesture.
Sometimes, the player would fail to ring the bell because of an incorrect finger rotation. If player’s two
hands remain fists, the system would recognize the gesture as partly wrong, which will just send the player
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back to Detected state when the two-hand Bike holding gesture is being checked, rather than sending them
back to None state and detect the two-hand states from open hand to fists again.
Gesture Library In addition to tracking raw data from both hands, Leap Motion software can recognize
four basic patterns as default gestures: circle, swipe, key tap and screen tap3. However, this limited gesture
library could not support the intended natural gesture design in our project. We therefore built our own
gesture library by creating a frame-based movement calculation method and defining the story-related
gestures based on the raw data as mentioned above.
The basic method of arriving at stable measures for detecing gestures from frame-based data consists of
relying on the differences of values between a variable number of previous data frames to detect relevant
movement. Based on this movement calculation method, we can get single-value changes within certain
frame periods based on the Leap Motion API. After that we can start to define parts of the gesture sequence
by putting several different data value changes together as a detection condition. And finally we can define
a complete gesture sequence in our gesture library by combining all of the gesture parts together, see Fig. 5.7
for an illustration.
Figure 5.7: Gesture definition for the our gesture library.
Audio feedback Dimensions and Categories In order to realize our design goals, we include different
kinds of responsive audio feedback. For a principled approach towards the design of audio feedback for
hand gesture interaction, we distinguish potential feedback along two dimensions:
1. vocal instructions vs. environmental audio cues
2. non-diegetic vs. diegetic (i.e. story-related) audio cues
3See https://developer.leapmotion.com/documentation/csharp/devguide/Leap_Overview.html for more details.
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We claim that the second variant of each dimension, respectively, can lead to a more immersive expe-
rience for the players. In the following, we present our design approach for an experimental setup that
distinguishes between different types of audio feedback, by using the example of the stone-throw gesture
in our story testbed.
In order to improve the responsiveness of audio feedback for hand gesture interaction regarding im-
mersion, we consider audio feedback not just as a result of gesture interaction, but as an interactive signal
that guides the player while going through the whole process of a gesture sequence: before, during, and
after the gesture. All of these stages need an explicit auditory feedback. The following illustrates the design
principles applicable to the three categories for environmental diegetic cues, using the stone-throw as an
example.
Example Design for Environmental Diegetic Audio Cues To illustrate how we applied principals
specifically to different stages of a complete gesture sequence for designing audio cues, we will focus on the
Stone Throwing gesture sequence that represents grabbing and throwing of stones. In Fig. 5.8, the Stone
Throwing gesture sequence is shown as seen from the side and, reading left-to-right, split into three main
sections, pre-gesture, during-gesture and post-gesture.
Figure 5.8: Design Principles for stages of the stone throwing gesture: pre-, during- and post-gesture.
In the story context, the player is prompted to grab a stone from inside their boat and to throw it towards
a fish. The design of audio cues for this whole sequence will be discussed according to three principles:
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Anticipation, Attachment and Collision.
Anticipation - pre-gesture Humans constantly use environmental signals or social cues given in
advance by other humans or the surrounding environment to anticipate forthcoming events in part in or-
der to know how to behave during the event. Ideally, effective audio design for games can leverage this
understanding of anticipatory signaling.
1. Object-related audio for introducing the forthcoming gesture
Sound derived directly from or related to the main object of the forthcoming gesture prepares the
player: the player can hear sounds of fish moving and swimming in water, combined with an ambi-
ent sound of a boat creaking before doing the grabbing gesture. Through the combination of these
introductory sounds with the audio story told by the character, the player can get a better idea of the
setting for performing the forthcoming gesture.
2. Movement of object-related audio positions for suggesting the direction and scale of the forthcoming
gesture
The movement of the sound source is proportional to the forthcoming gesture: Fish sounds are con-
centrated in front of the boat, the intended direction of the stone throw. If the player keeps listening
to the moving effect, they can get an understanding of the scale of the forthcoming movement as
well.
3. Volume changes for informing the player of the availability of the forthcoming gesture
Relative volume changes corresponding to the distance of the gesture’s main object to the player can
indicate if a particular gesture is currently available or not. For example, when the player is instructed
to do a stone-throwing gesture several times in a row in order to scare away the fish, the volume of
its swimming sound will be reduced after each successful gesture, as the fish is getting more and
more scared. So after throwing the stone for the third time, the volume of the swimming sound will
gradually fade out, suggesting that the fish has been scared away and there is no need or opportunity
to successfully perform the stone throwing gesture again.
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Attachment - during-gesture In real-world situations, hand gestures usually provide only minimal
auditory feedback. Responsive audio feedback during a gesture sequence can only be expected when per-
formed by someone or something that produces constant movement sounds, such as someone with noisy
clothing or a metal robot. In order to enable instant feedback from small hand movements of the player, we
need to include suitable attachments on arms or wrists that generate sounds in the story-setting. For exam-
ple, a bracelet with a ringing bell would be helpful for telling the movement of the wrist. We employ this
attachment idea for designing the during-gesture feedback and it is particularly interesting to our investiga-
tion as it provides the largest potential for improvements in making a gesture more easily understandable.
In the game, during-gesture feedback in particular plays the role of guiding players towards going through
a complete gesture sequence. So in addition to conveying the message of the current ongoing movement,
the design of during-gesture feedback should also be able to reflect positive or negative reinforcement that
affects players’ next movement.
1. Real-time mapping of hand movement to audio parameters for enhanced responsiveness
In the stone-throwing gesture sequence, we assume people will perform either an over-head throwing
gesture or attempt to do a gesture suitable for skipping stones after grabbing a stone. In order to
suggest that the over-head throwing gesture is suited to scare away the fish and, thus, to move the
game’s story forward, we use a sound of the player’s coat rubbing and creaking as feedback for the
hand lifting movement. Further, as the hand is moving upward, the rubbing audio volume increases.
Without the help of visual information, humans can still infer the structure of and distances to their
surrounding environment. In some cases, blind people are able to perfect this as an echolocation
method to astounding levels of accuracy. As another example, in a paddling gesture sequence, players
need to row the boat from a cave to the riverside. In order to suggest to the player that they are
successfully performing the paddling gesture as audible movement of the boat and a change of spatial
surroundings, we map the echo of the water wave and the paddle creaking to the dynamics of the
wrist movement. Thus, players can hear the echo effect change according to their successful gesture
performance.
2. Noticeable positive or negative feedback for guiding interaction
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Apart from enhancing immersion using story-related audio cues, we also provide positive or negative
audio feedback during a gesture sequence to better affect the players’ next step. In our game, players
are told that the main character is wearing a magic watch. In this case, we apply the attachment
concept into designing the sounds of themagic watch to be responsive to the players’ handmovement.
We designed two types of sounds for the watch to convey movement feedback that are currently
subjected to play testing: ticking and ringing tone. If the player performs a gesture sequence in the
anticipated way, the ticking of time will remain at normal speed. If a player hears the time ticking
getting faster, this suggests that they are wasting more time than they are supposed to use, or that
they may be going in a wrong direction. The ringing tone uses a similar notion of suggesting correct
vs. incorrect performance by a higher or lower pitch.
Collision- post-gesture Blind people usually get a sense of surrounding environments by touch.
Apart from the sense of touch, this can also provide sound feedback, e.g. when a stick collides with the
environment. Based on the fact that sound feedback triggered by any kind of object collisions can provide
blind people with information of further interaction in the environment, we assume that providing the
player with audio feedback of collisions between their hands or extensions thereof and other objects in
the game environment setting can be a way of informing them of hand movement messages needed for
performing a complete gesture sequence.
1. Collision audio feedback for informing hand movement direction
When the player is prompted to throw a stone to scare away a fish which is blocking his boat from
going forward, they need to locate stones. In order to tell the player that stones are located in the
front of the boat, we provide different audio feedback based on three location sections: left-front,
middle-front and right-front. Only when the player performs a grabbing gesture in the middle-front
section, they can hear an audio related to stone movement, suggesting the grabbing of a stone. In any
other section, they can hear water splashing, which suggests the collision between their fingers and
the water around the boat.
2. Setting of spatial surroundings to enable border collisions that indicate available moving space
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In addition, the surrounding spatial setting is designed to help reminding players of the height and
width of the available moving space. For example, if players attempt over-head throwing after grab-
bing, they might lift their arm before letting go of the stone. In order to indicate that there is limited
space for lifting arms, we create a cave setting for this gesture sequence, and provide hand-cave col-
lision feedback when a players’ hand position reaches that boundary.
5.2 Experimental Approach
In this section, we focus on the methodology, the design and the execution of our experimental study
comparing the different designs.
5.2.1 Study Design
After game development, we set up a between-subjects experiment to test the immersion degree of two
game versions.
Subject Requirements and Recruitment
• Age 18 or over
• Literate in English
• Near perfect hearing (corrected or uncorrected)
• Normal full range of motion of the hand and arm
All of our potential subjects are recruitment via email, announcements at the university and flyers.
Consequently, most of our subjects are expected to be students of Drexel University.
Play Test Setup
1. Experimental Condition
Experiments were held in a quiet non-glass-wall room in order to limit outside interference. Bright-
ness of the room was adjusted by the experimenter to prevent subjects’ from being distracted by
lights. As subjects’ physical gameplay needed to be recorded as part of data for project evaluation,
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we kept the light bright enough to see the subject’s movements. Subjects wear noise-cancelling stereo
headphones to experience the game.
2. Before the Test
The game was set up in a PC plus Leap Motion installation before subjects get in the room. After
giving informed consent, the experimenter would introduce the whole testing section to the subjects,
including the study objective and experimental devices. In addition to this, a pre-test questionnaire on
subjects’ experience of computer gaming, gesture interaction and audio-only environments needed
to be filled before playing the game.
3. During the Test
No other people were expected to be with the subject except the experimenter in the test room.
Subjects were given as long as they wanted to complete the game, as our study’s objective is to
investigate audio feedback’s impact on immersion, a time limit would at some point become another
variable affecting the study results. Once the subjects were prepared and put on the headphones, they
were randomly assigned to finish one of the two game versions by the system. Directions to start the
game were given by the game itself. No conversations between the subjects and the experimenter
were involved during the gameplay except subjects’ requesting help. The experimenter was in charge
of recording each game play section by using a digital camera.
4. After the Test
A post-test questionnaire would be presented by the experimenter and needed to be filled by the
subjects after game play to record their evaluation of the game version they played and the impact of
different audio designs on game immersion.
5.2.2 Data Collection
In order to evaluate our study as comprehensively as possible, we set up several approaches for collecting
data that can measure immersion and user participation.
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Questionnaire Design In our study, two questionnaires were designed as part of the data collection ap-
proach: A Pre-test questionnaire and a Post-test questionnaire. Before the game, each subject was asked to
fill in the Pre-Test questionnaire. Questions in this questionnaire can be divided into three parts: 4 questions
on physical and statistical characteristics of the subject, 7 questions on experiences of general computing,
computer gaming, audio-only and gesture interaction, and finally 2 questions on subject’s immersive ten-
dencies. The immersive tendencies questions were designed based on Immersive TendenciesQuestionnaire
from [Witmer and Singer 1998], intended to see if there are differences between people that have a tendency
towards immersion vs. those that do not.
After playing the game, each subject was asked to fill in the Post-Test questionnaire. This questionnaire
was designed to interpret subjects’ feelings of immersion. 24 questions in total were used to evaluate the
following qualities of two game versions: Basic Usability (BU), Basic Enjoyment (BE), User Participation
(UP), and Immersion (general IM, control IM-C, story IM-S, flow IM-F, environment IM-E). The evaluation
of User Participation was mainly based on automatic measures (metrics) done by the game system and video
analysis, but can be related to parts of the immersion measure (engagement) as well.
Figure 5.9: 7 possible answers to the Likert-style questions.
We used Likert-style questions aggregated into Likert-items throughout: Answers from “Strongly Dis-
agree” to “Strongly Agree” (7 possible answers, See Fig. 5.9).
Basic Usability and Enjoyment questions were developed by us, specific to the game, but relate to pre-
viously used game evaluation questionnaires. Engagement and Immersion questions were directly adapted
from existing questionnaires: the Game EngagementQuestionnaire [Brockmyer et al. 2009] and work on an
immersion questionnaire [Jennett et al. 2008]. We used two measures: one single-question measure that di-
rectly asks about immersion, and a combination measure based on questions used in those studies, adapted
to this game. Below are the 24 questions, including a two- or three-letter indicator of which questions con-
tributed to which aggregated Likert score (BU, BE, IM, IM-C/S/F/E), as well as references to the source of
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the question and additional notes where applicable.
• Q1. I could easily hear everything the character said. BU
• Q2. I would need outside help to be able to play this game. BU
• Q3. It was hard to follow the story. BU
• Q4. I would need to learn a lot before I would be able to enjoy this game. BU
• Q5. The gesture interaction in the game felt intuitive. BU
• Q6. Listening to sound hints for the gestures was helpful. BU
• Q7. Playing the game was tiring. BU
• Q8. I enjoyed playing the game. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) BE, IM
• Q9. I enjoyed the gestures and would have wanted to repeat gestures more often. BE
• Q10. I really got into the game (Immersion GEQ from [Brockmyer et al. 2009]) IM
• Q11. The game felt real (from [Brockmyer et al. 2009]) IM-F, IM-E, IM-S
• Q12. I played without thinking about how to play (Flow GEQ from [Brockmyer et al. 2009]) IM-F
• Q13. To me it felt like only a very short amount of time had passed. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) IM-F
Better suited than: I lost track of time (Presence GEQ from [Brockmyer et al. 2009]) or: Time seemed
to kind of stand still or stop (Absorption GEQ from [Brockmyer et al. 2009])
• Q14. It was as if I could interact with the world of the game as if I was in the real world. (from [Jennett
et al. 2008]) IM-C
• Q15. I enjoyed the narration and sounds in the game. (adapted from [Jennett et al. 2008] to audio-only)
IM-E
• Q16. I felt that I really empathised with/felt for the character. (adapted from [Jennett et al. 2008] to
“character” instead of “game”) IM-S
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• Q17. I became unaware that I was even using any controls. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) IM-C
• Q18. I felt detached from the outside world. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) IM-E
• Q19. I did not feel any emotional attachment to the game. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) IM-S
• Q20. It felt like the world reacted to my hand movements. IM-C
• Q21. I did not feel like I was in the real world but the game world. (from [Jennett et al. 2008]) IM-E
• Q22. I was interested in seeing how the game’s events would progress. (from [Jennett et al. 2008])
IM-S
• Q23. I felt very immersed in the game. (single question immersion measure, adapted from [Jennett
et al. 2008]) IM (single-question measure)
• Q24. I would like to play this game again. BE
Further Data: Video and Metrics Apart from questionnaires as our current immersion evaluation ap-
proach, video was used to collect data for evaluating user participation of two game versions in the future.
During the test, a digital video camera was set up in the corner of the test room to record the subjects’
physical movements, see Fig. 5.10.
Automatic metrics (participation indicators) of player behavior were also used to complement manual
video evaluation. Several metrics that reflect game progression were automatically recorded by the system
for each subject’s game play. Metrics include duration of each single gesture sequence, the count of wrong
attempts of gesture performance and the frequency of bare hand gestures, i.e. how often hands entered and
left the detection area.
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Figure 5.10: A digital camera was set up for video data collection in the test room.
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Chapter 6: RESULTS
In this section, we will present the evaluation of experimental data in the order of the above collection
approaches, and analyse our study results in two main aspects, immersion and user participation, in order
to show how our project helps to support our study hypothesis.
6.1 Pre-TestQuestionnaire Results
Study Subjects 26 subjects joined our experiments. 13 subjects were randomly assigned for testing each
game versions and evaluating the game immersion and audio design in that version. The age range of the
whole group is from 19 to 34, and the median age is 22. Among the subjects, 6 are females and 20 are males.
Only 1 of the subjects is left-handed.
Experience levels Most subjects have high experience levels with computers and games. However, al-
most all of them have low or even no experience with gesture interaction and audio-only.
Immersive Tendencies The collected data on immersive tendencies was not evaluated as part of the
thesis work, but is part of future work on the dataset.
6.2 Post-TestQuestionnaire Results
Significant differences in single questions Significant differences between two game versions were
found in question 6 (Listening to sound hints for the gestures was helpful) and question 11 (The game
felt real). Even though directly comparing single Likert-style questions should not be used as conclusive
evidence, we report the findings here to show the clear difference despite the small number of subjects.
In Fig. 6.1, the numbers on the y-axis refer to 7 Likert scale answers, from strongly disagree to strongly
agree, with 4 being the neutral choice. For Q6, both the mean and median in version 2 (the Environmen-
tal Feedback Version) are higher than those in version 1 (Explicit Vocal Instruction Version), which means
diegetic audio feedback in version two was more helpful than the non-diegetic ones in version one in sug-
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Figure 6.1: Significant differences between game versions for questions 6 and 11.
gesting gesture interaction methods. For Q11, the mean and median in version2 are higher than those in
version1 as well, which indicates that version 2 also felt more real than version 1.
Signifiance testing using a t-test results in p-values of 0.01 for Q6, and 0.03 for Q11. Both are lower
than the traditional threshold of 0.05, which indicates that the differences between the two game versions
reflected in these two single questions were significant, or at least notable.
Regarding direct feedback for the design of the game, the distribution of the answers is particularly
encouraging. The answers for version 2 are strongly positive as can be seen in Fig. 6.1 by the quartiles.
Almost all answers for both questions were in the positive range.
Aggregate Measures In Fig. 6.2, we aggregated the answers to questions that evaluate the same quali-
ties, showing the averages. Negatively formulated questions were adequately flipped. The first two items
from the left are two basic measures: Basic Usability (BU) and Basic Enjoyment (BE). The rest are all mea-
sures for immersion, from left to right: Immersion Single Question measure, Immersion overall averaging
all other immersion-related questions, Immersion regarding Control (IM-C), Immersion regarding Envi-
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Figure 6.2: Likert items from all 24 questions comparing both versions. See the text for detailed
explanation of the x-axis categories.
ronment (IM-E), Immersion regarding Flow (IM-F) and Immersion regarding Story (IM-S). Responses to all
the 24 questions indicate that version 2 is consistently rated higher on average in all aspects compared to
version 1.
In addition, the mean and median values to all the 24 questions in both versions are above 4 (the neutral
answer), which shows that the feedback for both game versions is overall mostly positive, especially in
some measures, such as Immersion Environment and Immersion Story, which were close to 5.
Story Immersion Item Fig. 6.3 shows the aggregated answers to questions that evaluate immersion
regarding story, an aggregate of answers to questions Q10, Q11, Q16, Q19, and Q22.
Both the mean andmedian values of answers to these above questions from subjects who played version
2 are above 5 (somewhat agree) while those from subjects who played version 1 are below 5. All these results
reflect that the story element in version 2 get subjects more immersed than the one in version 1. Among
all the immersion measures, the story immersion item, in particular, is actually p-significant (p=0.03). This
result indicates that the impact of the design for audio cues had a significant role in enhancing story im-
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Figure 6.3: Story immersion is p-significant.
mersion.
6.3 Future analysis
Automatic Metrics Preliminary Results During each subject’s game play, the game system automati-
cally generated a txt file containing several specific metrics that reflect the subject’s game progression and
participation. We integrated all the metrics data and performed a preliminary analysis on the differences
between two game versions. We found that durations of some gestures (paddle, rope and bike) are signifi-
cantly shorter in the version 2 (the Environmental Feedback Version). This may suggest that environmental
audio feedback for these gestures are better at making the game context feel real, better at triggering their
imagination to do the gesture intuitively. We also found that players are better at performing gestures that
they are familiar with in real life. However, the analysis was not conclusive as part of the thesis work.
Future work will be to consider rest of the collected data in combination with the questionnaire results as
well as the collected video data.
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Video Future Analysis Due to time constraints, video footage has not been used in the current evalua-
tion of our study. For future work, they can be used to observe subjects’ intuitive reaction towards different
gesture sequences in order to improve the current gesture detection system by enriching the variety of ges-
tures in the gesture library. Comparing suggestive results from gamemetrics with qualitative video analysis
would be another interesting way to further evaluate this study.
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Chapter 7: CONCLUSION
This thesis presented different audio feedback designs for touch-less hand gesture interaction. The main
goal was to enhance immersion and encourage intuitive user participation in audio-only environments. An
experimental study found that the version using environmental feedback led to higher immersion in terms
of story and was consistently rated higher. In this section, we provide some further thoughts about the
significance and the implications of this research and summarize the contributions on both the theoretical
and practical aspects. Finally we list some possible directions for extending this work in the future.
7.1 Research Significance
Significant Evaluation Results The two-group between-subject study has successfully supported our
research hypothesis that replacing explicit vocal instruction for hand gesture interaction with story-related
and environmental audio cues suggestive of interaction methods leads to higher immersion. In particular,
we got significant evaluation results for story-immersion between two design approaches, indicating that
a story context which consists of diegetic audio cues is more effective than an informative context that
consists of non-diegetic audio cues in getting players engaged in intuitive hand gesture interaction. We
hope our study results can strengthen our understanding on game immersion, at least in terms of story
immersion.
Techniques Applicable beyond audio-only environments
Audio Feedback Design Principles for Enhancing Immersion in VR Experience Our study
used an audio-only game as testing platform in order to focus on the investigation of different designs of
audio feedback. Results showed the important role that audio elements play and their impact on game
immersion, especially the environmental aspects of immersion. As environmental immersion is one main
feature of virtual reality, and touchless gestures, especially hand gestures, is becoming and important inter-
face as part of the immersive experience, we believe that our design principles for audio feedback, focusing
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on before-, during- and after-gesture elements, can be applied for enhancing immersion in VR experiences.
We also hope our approach of achieving immersion can make a small contribution to attracting more de-
signers’ attention to audio elements as one of the important factors for immersion qualities.
Detection Framework for complex gesture sequence interactive training purpose In addition
to the study results, our research also set up a framework for detecting complex hand gestures and for
providing responsive feedback. This framework can be used as base in designing more complex feedback
systems for gesture sequences with long durations and various reactions. For instance, it can be applied
into detecting sign languages or martial arts hand forms, which offers designers new possibilities of making
gesture-based educational games or interactive training application for physical movements.
7.2 Research Implications
Potential Application for Blind Community We created an audio-only game using a hand-gesture
control interface. Both the game environment and responsive feedback for hand gestures are all constructed
purely using audio elements which leads to accessibility for both people with normal and impaired vision.
For the future, this work can be extended to become a specific study on motion-control games for the blind
community. New design requirements for the audio feedback will have to be integrated to better serve this
specific community and enlarge their access to motion-control gaming.
Comparative Experiments in VR Touchless hand gesture interaction is becoming an important part of
most VR experiences. However, feedback for the hand gestures are mostly visuals, which is in some way
distracting the player’s concentration on observing the game environment or achieving the main goal. For
future work, in order to test whether audio cues for hand gestures can help to convey interaction meth-
ods without affecting player’s attention, we suggest comparative experiments between two game versions:
gesture-based VR without audio feedback vs. gesture-based VR with audio feedback.
Detection Hardware alternatives Although the Leap Motion hardware can support hand and finger
motions as input and requires no hand contact or touching, it is still a computer hardware sensor device,
which needs to work under the cable-PC connection condition. For future work, devices such as depth
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cameras in Microsoft phone [Fanello et al.] and the leap motion mobile version, which might be released
in the near future can be applied to improve game mobility.
In addition, the Leap Motion is a controller based on camera tracking technology, its detection area is
not flexible enough for supporting total immersion. For future work, researchers can apply devices such as
Myo1, a newly released gesture control armband, using a wireless connection, to help improve the degree
of movement freedom for players to enjoy immersive gesture-based experiences.
1See https://www.thalmic.com/en/myo/ for product information.
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Appendix A: Game Development Process
Several iterations of the game concept were designed and implemented before the final version used for the
reported study.
A.1 Logo Design
Though I was building an audio-mostly game, I had designed a simple set of UI elements for early versions
of my game as well. Here is the logo I designed for the game using Photoshop CS5 (see Fig. A.1) and some
screenshots of the start screen (see Fig. A.2), game screen, and the final screen of a prototype intended for
the iPhone. As for the game screen, I used different color schemes to create a basic atmosphere for the
environment of each part of the story.
Figure A.1: Logo design: 5 music notes compose a five fingers hand form, colorful circling curves
symbolize the waves of both motions and music.
Figure A.2: Screenshots of start screen, game screens and the win screen.
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A.2 Hand Gesture Design
I visited the Wingchun martial arts training club in Philadelphia to look for a gestures design reference
when I built the first game version on iPhone. Since iPhone accelerometers can only provide single-point
detection, I designed simple gestures that just feature the wrist rotation in Siu Lim Tao hand forms to build
the entry level of my game. See Fig. A.3 for a decomposition of one Siu Lim Tao hand form that I use as
core features for the gestures design.
Figure A.3: Draft of hand form decomposition, based on the original form of Siu lim Tao.
A.3 Game Development
Software Architecture I chose the Unity3D game engine as the building software for my game design.
As Unity is an established platform for mobile game design, it provides me with references of effective basic
scripts as well as a plugin for Leap Motion speeding up development. As the audio elements would play an
essential role in the design, I chose both CoolEdit Pro and Adobe Audition CC to compose the background
music and edit all the sound effects. CoolEdit Pro provided me with a multiple sound tracks composition
setting and a variety of sound filters, which satisfies most of the possibilities of editing sound sources. For
the narrative voice and the motion guiding audios, I used Adobe Audition CC to adjust the pitch, stretch
the duration and also change the reverb of recordings from the voice actor in order to fit them in the story
and the style of the game.
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Wrist Motion Recognition (for iphone prototype) In my iPhone prototype, the basic concept of mo-
tion recognition would be presented in the following steps: 1. Move the wrist. 2. Hear the sound. Based
on this idea, I named my game Swing and Ring.
Figure A.4: The series of colliders around the users hand that correspond to the motions needed for
successful gesture detection in the prototype.
In the prototype level of my game, there are stone throwing, bird catching, paddling, rope throwing and
star picking gestures, see Fig. A.4. When players perform each motion, they can get either a sound response
of the item involved in the motion for showing correctness or a guiding voice which shows them clues for
correct motion when they perform it wrong and let them continue the story by following the guidelines.
When players finish doing every motion for several times according to guiding voice, the story continues.
After interacting with all the sounds by performing all the required hand motions, they can hear the whole
story section of the level and win the game.
In terms of the novelty of game design, Roden et al. [2007] argued that comparing to realistic user
interface of visual games, a simple interface enhances both immersion and entertainment value, making
audio-only games more practical for mobile computing. So following this principle, I created a really simple
scene in Unity for my game: a cube, a sphere and several colliders.
The cube represents the player’s hand. As for showing the orientation of the hand, I attached a small
sphere to the cube to simulate the finger tips, which is also set as the touch point to enter the sound triggers.
Then I used C# Script to code for its angle rotation, which intends to simulate the rotation of the wrist. Here
I coded the acceleration data captured by the accelerometer in iPhone as input to control the rotation of the
cube. And I set up several colliders as sound triggers around the cube, for the different gestures, see Fig. A.5
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Figure A.5: The game scene for the motions of stone throwing, bird catching and paddling.
and Fig. A.6. Their positions are arranged within the 360 degree reach range of the sphere.
Figure A.6: The game scene for the motions of rope throwing and star picking.
I portrayed each motions with several colliders. When players use their hand to hold the phone and
start rotating their wrists according to the narrative voice, the sphere would start enter the sound triggers
constantly. The way I used to judge the correctness of the motion is to check the sequence of the conveyed
trigger numbers in the sphere. If the sphere enters the triggers in a determined sequence I set in advance,
then the motion is performed right, otherwise it is performed wrong.
In addition to relevant sound effects of the items and the responsive feedback from the narrative voice,
feedback for wrong gestures may include the phone vibration as well to take advantage of haptic feedback
and a richer somatic experience on a mobile platform.
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Hand/finger based gesture recognition (in the Leap Motion version) Thanks to the Leap’s skeletal
tracking system, the previously described method of using collisions for motion detection was replaced.
Using the API of Leap Motion, I have access to almost all the position, rotation or even velocity data of
all the elements from two hands. In addition to the basic yaw, roll data of the palm, we can also get these
data of every fingers. Leap also provides some other detecting variables such as the sphere radius, the grab
strength and the pinch strength. Apart from accessing hand-finger data from every frame using leap API,
I also implemented a new method for gestures detection, as described in the main part of the thesis in the
section on Implementation. Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, show the gestures that were transformed from the early
prototype to the final version using the new features, including: Grabbing stones before throwing, closing
the whole hand into fist to catch bird, two hands paddling instead of one hand, wrist circle motion and
picking before opening hand.
A.4 Design Influences on Gestures and Sound
Gesture Interaction
1. Detection method
From the preliminary results during development, I learnt the problem of delay and overlapping audio
feedback which was fixed for the final game version. Despite possible technical solutions, this prob-
lem suggested a focus on avoiding frustration by promoting immediacy of feedback and enriching
the variation of feedback according to players’ intuitive reaction. Based on movement-based game
guidelines in [Mueller and Isbister 2014] and views on natural gesture design in [Bianchi-Berthouze
2013], I considered to focus more on the aspect of maintaining the immersive experience rather than
achieving the realism of gestural performance when revising the detection method, as I don’t want
to build up a demanding detection system which will cause loss of participants’ interest.
2. Instructing method
The ”scripting” techniques for interaction design in ”Don’t open that door” [Clifton et al. 2013], served
as a reference to follow when revising the detection method of my game. The research mainly fo-
cuses on exploring the method of instructing the interactor when and how to interact in interactive
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narratives, and there are four scripting techniques (verbal, audio-visual, reactive, mimetic) in the
interaction design of this project. The difference to this project is that researchers can script the
interactor by using a combination of visual and audio feedbacks, while in my design, I should con-
sider the question of scripting the player to perform the determined gestures in my game just using
audio cues. So far, verbal technique has been used in scripting my game’s gestures in the current
game versions. In terms of reactive technique, I can address it as making sudden moves of the au-
dio sources to inform players of spatial changes of determined gestures. As for mimetic technique, I
can address it as having player previously listen to a sequence of sound effects, then reproduce the
sequence themselves by performing the right gesture. Caramiaux et al. [2014] investigated people’s
gestural description of different sound stimuli. According to their results, when people listen to sound
sources with identifiable causal actions, they will find it easy to mimic the sound by performing the
causal actions that cause the sound source. If exposed to sounds with no association of causal actions,
people will mimic the sound by acting with abstract gestures. Therefore, when applying the mimetic
scripting technique in audio-only environment, I should consider the identifiability of causal actions
that cause the sound source. Here the causal actions will be referred to the gesture that should be
scripted to the player to perform.
Sound and Game Environment From the preliminary results I learnt the problem of informing players
of the gesture movement and position through explicit instructions will in some way prevent players from
reaching a higher level of immersion. I intended to replace some of the instruction (ideally all of them) with
environmental audio feedback responsive to hand gestures in order to maintain the immersive experience.
1. Using environmental audio feedback to suggest gesture message
In the current game versions, gesture instructions told by the narrator include explicit degree of ro-
tations and demanding sentences, which may overemphasize the participation boundary and keep
players from reaching a higher immersion level. Our new approach is to use environmental audio
feedback to suggest factors, such as position, force, distance, that may influence players to perform the
determined gesture that moves forward the story. For example, the game’s story has players throw a
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stone to hit a fish in the river, when players perform a gesture that triggers water splashing and fish
swimming sound effects, the story will continue. However, players would perform “stone-throwing”
differently depending on their intuition and interpretation. So based on the game environment, sup-
plementary environmental audio feedback, such as a stone hitting the boat or hitting the tree which
leads to leaves falling, or hitting a duck etc, is responsive to different players’ intuitive movements,
to suggest to the player that they have not fulfilled the goal of hitting the fish in the river. After
interacting with these supplementary audio elements, players should get a better sense of the ges-
ture context and the location and distance of the goal object, which helps them in performing the
determined gesture correctly.
2. Convey space and distance through sounds
Since there are no visual cues to show the game, players can only perceive the game environment
by listening to sounds’ echoes or ambient sounds. Depending on different spatial characteristics
of the places, I use different filters to adjust the sounds’ echoes according to their locations in the
game world: the lake, the land under the tree and the opening grass field, and so on. The idea of
using echo to convey space and distance message is inspired by echolocation, a method of perceiving
environment features used by blind community.
3. Convey time message through sounds
In [Roden et al. 2007], time-of-day is mentioned as a sound attribute. It was used to vary the way
sounds are played at locations depending on the time of day in the game world. Each sound has an
associated volume, ranging from inaudible (0) to full volume (100), which would change according to
three time states: day, night, and all. This assumes that time condition can be conveyed to the players
through sound volume. According to [Rober and Masuch 2004], music played as background sound
is primarily used for emotional impact but can also be used to suggest a change in light intensity.
For example, slow low-pitched music can evoke a darker environment whereas faster higher-pitched
music can signal a brighter atmosphere. This principle may also help in designing background music
for describing daytime and nighttime.
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In addition to the above methodologies to present time messages, season conditions can be used to
convey the time concept. For example, the sounds of crickets and frogs to convey the message of
summer time, or replacing the footsteps on dry grass with footsteps on snow to represent winter. As
there is a time-travel scenario embedded in the story, changing the pitch of character’s voice between
different time period would be a way of showing the growth of age.
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